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We study the propagation of gravitational waves in a ollisionless plasma with an external
magneti eld parallel to the diretion of propagation. Due to resonant interation with the plasma
partiles the gravitational wave experienes ylotron damping or growth, the latter ase being
possible if the distribution funtion for any of the partile speies deviates from thermodynamial
equilibrium. Furthermore, we examine how the damping and dispersion depends on temperature
and on the ratio between the ylotron- and gravitational wave frequeny. The presene of the
magneti eld leads to dierent dispersion relations for dierent polarizations, whih in turn imply
Faraday rotation of gravitational waves.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The propagation of weak gravitational waves in the presene of matter and eletromagneti elds has been onsidered
by several authors, e.g. [1℄- [12℄. The bak-reation on the gravitational waves, resulting in damping and/or dispersion,
has been studied by Refs. [1℄- [8℄, but the gravitational eets of matter (most frequently assumed to be a uid
or neutral gas) and the eets of eletromagneti elds have mainly been treated separately. The interation of
gravitational waves with a plasma  whih is the most ommon state of matter relevant for gravitational wave
propagation  has been onsidered in an astrophysial as well as an osmologial ontext, see e.g. Refs. [9℄- [11℄ and
Ref. [12℄ respetively, and referenes therein. In general it turns out that matter whih is in a plasma state  and
thus exhibits eletromagneti properties  has possibilities of more eient interation with gravitational radiation,
as ompared to neutral matter.
In this paper we study the propagation of weak gravitational waves in a ollisionless plasma with an external stati
and homogenous magneti eld, parallel to the diretion of propagation. Naturally, the matter and elds produes a
bakground urvature, but nevertheless it is meaningful to treat the bakground as Minkowski, provided the wavelength
is muh shorter than the bakground urvature (see the Appendix for a detailed disussion). It turns out that there
is a new eet on the gravitational waves that appears due to presene of the external magneti eld - a gravitational
analog of ylotron damping of eletromagneti waves (f. Ref. [13℄). In the eletromagneti ase, the waves may
interat resonantly with the gyrating motion of the partiles, and the resonane ours for partiles that experiene
a wave whose Doppler shifted frequeny equals the gyrofrequeny. In the gravitational analog, the resonane ours
when the (Doppler shifted) wave frequeny is twie the gyrofrequeny. A mehanism for gravitational wave damping
similar to ylotron damping has been onsidered previously - namely Landau damping [1℄. However, ylotron
damping is a potentially more important mehanism, sine for this ase, eient wave-partile interation may take
plae without the presene of ultra relativisti partiles. The possibility for ylotron damping of gravitational waves
has been onsidered by Ref. [8℄ and reently by Ref. [14℄. However, the alulation of the damping oeient in
Ref. [14℄ do not rest on a selfonsistent kineti theory, and it turns out that our value of the damping based on the
Vlasov equation is smaller than theirs by several orders of magnitude. On the other hand, if we take the limit of a
non-relativisti Maxwellian distribution funtion, our results essentially (see note [15℄) redues to those of Ref. [8℄.
In the ase where the unperturbed distribution funtion of the partiles is not in thermodynamial equilibrium,
gravitational wave instabilities rather than damping may our. We give a ondition on the distribution funtion
for instabilities to develope and demonstrate that it may be fullled, for instane, by plasmas with a temperature
anisotropy. Naturally, the gravitational wave dispersion is also modied by the presene of the magneti eld. The
dependene of the damping and dispersion on the temperature and on the ylotron- and gravitational wave frequenies
is investigated. Furthermore, we onrm that the natural wave modes are irularly polarized waves also in the
relativisti regime and that  as a onsequene of the dierent dispersion relations for these modes (in an eletron-ion
type of plasma)  gravitational waves experienes a phenomena analogous to Faraday rotation of eletromagneti
waves in suh a medium.
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The paper is organized as follows: In setion II we present the equations governing our system, using a tetrad
desription in order to make the interpretation of our results more straightforward. Setion III reviews the problem
of single partile motion in the presene of a gravitational wave propagating parallel to an external magneti eld.
In partiular it is shown that resonant partiles experienes ontinuous aeleration with veloities approahing the
speed of light in vauum. In setion IV the interation between the gravitational waves and the plasma is studied
selfonsistently in the linearized approximation using the Einstein-Maxwell-Vlasov system of equations. The damping
and dispersion of the gravitational wave is studied in some detail for an eletron-ion plasma as well as for an eletron-
positron plasma in thermodynamial equilibrium. The ase of a plasma whih is not in thermodynamial equilibrium
is studied in setion V. Finally, in setion VI, we summarize our results and disuss their impliations. There is also
an appendix where , the problem of separating eets into bakground urvature eets (indiret matter eet) and
diret matter eets is disussed. The results in this paper, obtained using a tetrad frame formalism, are ompared
with those of a oordinate frame formalism.
II. BASIC EQUATIONS
We onsider the interation between weak gravitational waves and a ollisionless plasma in an external magneti
eld. Sine we onsider nonempty spae the bakground spae-time is neessarily urved. However, if the wavelength
of the gravitational waves and the interation region is small relative to the bakground urvature we may take the
bakground to be at and stati, and the energy-momentum tensor to be the one orresponding to the perturbations
of the eletromagneti and material elds (see the Appendix).
For simpliity, the diretion of propagation is assumed parallel to the magneti eld whih we take to be stati and
homogeneous. Linearized, the Einstein eld equations (EFE) take the form
 hab = −2κ
[
δTab − 12δTηab
]
(1)
provided the gauge ondition hab ,b = 0 is fullled, whih is equivalent to state that only tensorial perturbations are
present. That the gauge ondition is indeed satised will be veried in Setion III below. Here  ≡ [c−2∂2t − ∂2z],
hab is the small deviation from the Minkowski bakground metri, i.e. gab = ηab+hab, κ ≡ 8πG/c4, δTab is the part of
the energy-momentum tensor ontaining small eletromagneti and material eld perturbations assoiated with the
gravitational waves and δT = δT aa. In the following it is understood that we neglet ontributions of seond order and
higher in hab. In our notations a, b, c, ... = 0, 1, 2, 3 and i, j, k, ... = 1, 2, 3 and the metri has the signature (−+++).
In vauum, a linearized gravitational wave an be transformed into the transverse and traeless (TT) gauge. Then
we have the following line-element and orresponding orthonormal frame basis
ds2 = −c2dt2 + (1 + h+(ξ)) dx2 + (1 − h+(ξ)) dy2
+2h×(ξ) dxdy + dz2 , (2)
e0 ≡ c−1∂t , e1 ≡ (1− 12h+)∂x − 12h×∂y ,
e2 ≡ (1 + 12h+)∂y − 12h×∂x , e3 ≡ ∂z .
where ξ ≡ z − ct and h+, h× ≪ 1. As it turns out, the gravitational waves takes this form also in the partiular
ase (propagation parallel to the magneti eld) we are onsidering. The dierene to the vauum ase will be that
ξ = z−vpht, where vph is the phase veloity of the gravitational wave. From now on we will refer to tetrad omponents
rather than oordinate omponents.
We follow the approah presented in [9℄ for handling gravitational eets on the eletromagneti and material elds.
Suppose an observer moves with 4-veloity ua. This observer will measure the eletri and magneti elds Ea ≡ Fabub
and Ba ≡ 12 ǫabcF bc , respetively, where Fab is the eletromagneti eld tensor and ǫabc is the volume element on
hyper-surfaes orthogonal to ua. It is onvenient to introdue a 3-vetor notation E ≡ (Ei) = (E1, E2, E3) et. and
∇ ≡ ei. From now on we will assume that u0 = c is the only nonzero omponent of ua. Generally, the Maxwell
equations ontain terms oupling the eletromagneti eld to the gravitational radiation eld. If the gravitational
waves propagate parallel to a magneti eld there are no gravitationally indued eets on E and B. This an be
dedued as follows: Given the Rii rotation oeients for gravitational waves in the TT-gauge, the gravitational
soure terms in the Maxwell equations in Ref. [9℄ vanishes for the given orientation of the magneti eld.
The equation of motion for a partile of mass m and harge q in an eletromagneti and gravitational wave eld is
d
dt
p = q
[
E+ (γm)−1p×B]−G (3)
2
where γ =
√
1 + pipi/(mc)2 and the four-momenta is p
a = γmdxa/dt. The gravitational fore like term Gi ≡
Γiabp
apb/γm, where Γiab are the Rii rotation oeients, beomes
G1 =
1
2 (vph − pz/γm)
[
h˙+p1 + h˙×p2
]
(4)
G2 =
1
2 (vph − pz/γm)
[
−h˙+p2 + h˙×p1
]
(5)
G3 =
1
2 (γm)
−1
[
h˙+(p
2
1 − p22) + 2h˙×p1p2
]
(6)
for weak gravitational waves propagating in the z-diretion in Minkowski spae, where the dot symbol represents
derivative with respet to ξ.
In order to aount for resonant wave-partile interations we apply kineti plasma theory, representing eah partile
speies by a distribution funtion f governed by the Vlasov equation. In tetrad form the Vlasov equation reads [16℄
Lf = 0
where the Liouville operator is
L ≡ ∂t + (c/p0)piei +
[
F iEM − Γiabpapbc/p0
]
∂pi
and the eletromagneti fore responsible for geodesi deviation is F iEM ≡ q(Ei + ǫijkpjBk/γm). In vetor notation
the Vlasov equation reads
∂tf +
p · ∇f
γm
+
[
q
(
E+
p×B
γm
)
−G
]
· ∇pf = 0 (7)
where ∇p ≡ (∂p1 , ∂p2 , ∂p3). In the absene of gravitational waves, the Vlasov equation has the following spatially
homogeneous (thermodynamial) equilibrium solution, the Synge-Jüttner distribution [17℄,
fSJ =
n0µ
4π(mc)3K2(µ)
e−µγ (8)
where n0 is the spatial partile number density, µ ≡ mc2/kBT , kB is the Boltzmann onstant, T the temperature
and K2(µ) is a modied Bessel funtion of seond kind. Generally, the unperturbed stati solutions to Eq. (7)
onsistent with a homogeneous and stati magneti eld, say in the z-diretion, but not neessarily in thermodynamial
equilibrium are distribution funtions f = f(p⊥, p3), where p⊥ =
√
p21 + p
2
2.
Sine there are no indued eletromagneti elds, the perturbed energy-momentum tensor an be written
δTab =
∑
p.s.
∫
papb
mγ
fGd
3p (9)
where fG is the gravitational perturbation of the distribution funtion and the summation is over partile speies
(p.s.). The selfonsistent set of equations governing the interation between the gravitational waves and the plasma
are thus the two oupled equations (1) and (7). Obviously, as we have adapted a tetrad formalism, we mean the
tetrad equivalene of Eq.(1) [18℄.
III. CYCLOTRON RESONANCE ACCELERATION
As we will onsider eets that are due to wave-partile interation, it might be in plae to rst review some results
of single partile (test-partile) motion in the presene of gravitational waves and an external magneti eld.
Single partile motion in gravitational wave elds has been examined by many authors, see e.g. [1℄ and referenes
therein. Partiles moving in a monohromati gravitational wave eld experienes periodi hange in its energy and
periodi deviation from its mean diretion of propagation. If the partile motion is onstrained, for instane by a
magneti eld, the hange in energy and momentum may be umulative. We refer to this as resonant aeleration.
We fous here on harged partiles in a homogenous and stati magneti eld parallel to the diretion of propagation
of gravitational waves. The single partile motion in this situation have been investigated in some detail by [14℄,
treating it as a Hamiltonian dynamial problem, and also by [19℄. Most notieable is that not only an resonant
aeleration our, partiles an even be trapped in suh a resonant state and experiene essentially unlimited linear
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growth in kineti energy (linear in oordinate time) and the parallel veloity will approah the veloity of light. The
solution we present here does not  in ontrast to that of Ref. [14℄  result in an exat desription of the partile
motion but does reveal the main eet (resonant aeleration of partiles) and has the advantage of being straight
forward. It also provides an intuitively lear explanation of the mehanism and the resemblane to eletromagneti
ylotron resonane aeleration [20℄. In the eletromagneti (vauum) ase this phase-lok situation also exists, i.e.,
unlimited resonant aeleration of trapped partiles.
Sine there are no gravitationally indued eletromagneti elds (linear in hab), Eq. (3) beomes
d
dt
p = (ωc/γ)p×zˆ−G ≡ F (10)
where ωc ≡ qB/m. The gravitational wave is assumed monohromati and arbitrarily polarized: h+ = ĥ+ exp[i(kz −
ωt)] + c.c. and h× = ĥ× exp[i(kz − ωt)] + c.c., where c.c. stands for omplex onjugate. In this setion ω and k are
assumed real.
We assume ωc/γ ≫ ωhab so that the gravitational fore in Eq. (10) is small ompared to the eletromagneti one.
Thus, the partile orbits are lose to the gyrating motion in the absene of a gravitational eld, and we therefore make
the ansatz p1 =
1√
2
p̂(t) exp(−iωct/γ) + c.c. and p2 = ± i√2 p̂(t) exp(−iωct/γ) + c.c. where the amplitude p̂(t) depend
slowly on time [i.e. |dpˆ/dt| ≪ |(ωc/γ)pˆ|℄ due to the gravitational inuene and ± = sgn(q). Note that the ylotron
period is not itself a onstant, but is depending on the gamma fator that also is varying slowly. Consider now the
expliit form of the parallel driving fore
F3 = − i2
k
γm
[
ĥ+p̂
2 ± iĥ×p̂2
]
ei(kz−ωt−2ωct/γ) + c.c.
− i2
k
γm
[
ĥ+p̂
∗2 ∓ iĥ×p̂∗2
]
ei(kz−ωt+2ωct/γ) + c.c. (11)
where the star symbol denotes omplex onjugate. A partile with trajetory z(t) will typially experiene an irregular
osillatory fore. Unless the partile is resonant (or almost resonant) with the wave, the parallel motion will be
random and there will be no net eet  exept for the possibility of (small) diusive aeleration [14℄. Partiles
may, however, be resonant, i.e., have a trajetory suh that there will be a non-osillatory fore resulting in a lasting
aeleration/deeleration over several time periods of gyration. Almost resonant partiles will be ated on by a fore
varying in time on a time sale (depending on the magnitude of the mismath) slower than the gravitational wave
period. From Eq. (11) we see that there are two possibilities for a partile to be resonant and thus ated on by a
onstant fore:
k
dz¯
dt
− ω − 2ωc
γ
= 0
k
dz¯
dt
− ω + 2ωc
γ
= 0
implying
ω = − 2ωc
γ − p3/mvph (12)
ω =
2ωc
γ − p3/mvph (13)
respetively, where vph = ω/k. By z¯ we mean the time averaged trajetory and sine we will only onsider time-
averaged eets, we have put p3 = mγdz¯/dt here and throughout the remainder of this setion. Physially, the
partiles are resonant when they see a wave whose Doppler shifted frequeny is twie the gyrofrequeny ωc/γ. The
fator two  not present in the eletromagneti ase  is due to the fat that the driving fore is quadrati in p̂. Note
that the two resonane onditions an be fullled simultaneously only by partiles that are oppositely harged.
The question is now whether or not the resonant partiles remain resonant even though they are aelerated  a
hange in p3 and γ may potentially lead to a violation of the resonane ondition (12) or (13). Clearly the resonane
is preserved only if γ − p3/mvph is a onstant of motion. The gravitational fore, Eq. (4)-(6), has the property
G · p = γmvphG3 [21℄. Thus it holds that
d
dt
(
γ − p3
mvph
)
=
F · p
γm2c2
− F3
mvph
= 0 (14)
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if and only if vph = ±c, i.e. the resonane is preserved in vauum but generally not in a medium. In many situations
for gravitational waves, however, the vauum relation vph = ±c holds to a very good approximation.
In the remainder of this setion we will onne ourself to the ase vph = c, sgn(q) = −1 and to the resonane
ondition (13). We dene the onstant of motion α ≡ γ − p3/mc and observe that p3 = mc(γ − α) and |p̂| =
mc
√
2γα− 1− α2. By onsidering the (time averaged) time evolution of γ we nd
dγ
dt
= ω
[
2α− γ−1(1 + α2)] [|ĥ+| sinϕ+ |ĥ×| cosψ] (15)
where ϕ ≡ arg(ĥ+p̂∗2/γm) and ψ ≡ arg(ĥ×p̂∗2/γm). Apparently the kineti energy is a monotonously inreasing
funtion for partiles with suitable initial phase of the gyrating motion, i.e., for
h ≡ |ĥ+| cosϕ+ |ĥ×| sinψ > 0
independently of the initial magnitude of p̂ and p3. From now on we limit ourselves to suh partiles. For large times
when γ ≫ 1, Eq. (15) implies γ ∝ 2αhωt. Using the expressions for p̂ and p3 in terms of γ and α we note that
oordinate momenta p̂/γ → 0 as t→∞ whereas p3/γ sales as
p3/γ → mc− mc
2hωt
(16)
This implies the possibility of unlimited aeleration in whih p3/γm approahes c on a time sale t ∼ (hω)−1. Note,
however, that the assumption ωc/γ ≫ ωhab formally restrits the prediting power of these results. However, as
demonstrated by Ref. [14℄ the linear growth of γ (due to parallel aeleration) remain even beyond ωc/γ ≫ ωhab.
The setions to follow will onentrate on linearized gravitational wave propagation, in whih ase the partiles
will be assumed to deviate only slightly from the unperturbed orbits. It should be noted, however, that ylotron
aeleration may have interesting appliations in the viinity of a binary pulsars lose to merging. Pratially speaking
the eetive distane of aeleration lose to the soure will be limited by eets due to a 3-D geometry. On the other
hand, partiles lose to pulsars are likely to have a relativisti bakground temperature, in whih ase the resonant
ones may be aelerated to ultrahigh energies.
IV. CYCLOTRON DAMPING
As seen in the preeding setion, harged partiles in a homogenous stati magneti eld an be aelerated and
deelerated by gravitational waves. Thus it should not be surprising that the gravitational wave will be damped  or
be unstable and experiene growth  as it propagates through a ollisionless plasma. The damping (or growth) rate
will depend on how the partiles are distributed in momentum spae. In order to inorporate the damping eet due
to this resonant wave-partile interation mehanism, we use a kineti desription of the plasma, i.e. eah plasma
omponent is represented by a distribution funtion f(xa, pi). The gravitational waves, h+ = ĥ+ exp[i(kz − ωt)] and
h× = ĥ× exp[i(kz−ωt)] are superimposed on the Minkowski bakground metri (see the Appendix), and are assumed
to be assoiated with a small perturbation, fG = fˆG exp[i(kz − ωt)] , of the distribution funtion, i.e. f = f0 + fG,
where f0 is a stationary solution to the Vlasov equation (7) in the absene of gravitational waves. This means that
the bakground distribution funtion f0 is a funtion of p⊥ and p3, where p⊥ =
√
p21 + p
2
2.
A. Linearized Vlasov equation
We begin by alulating the perturbed distribution funtion that results from a gravitational wave propagating
parallel to an external magneti eld. Linearizing the Vlasov Eq. (7) in h+, h× and fG gives
i
[
k
p3
γm
− ω
]
fG +
q
γm
p×B · ∇pfG = G · ∇pf0 (17)
It is onvenient to hange to ylindrial oordinates in momentum spae, i.e. we dene p1 ≡ p⊥ cosφ , p2 ≡ p⊥ sinφ
and p3 ≡ p‖ , so that (q/γm)p×B · ∇p = −γ−1ωc∂φ and Eq. (17) thus beomes[
i
(
kp‖
γm
− ω
)
− ωc
γ
∂φ
]
fG = iω [h+ cos 2φ+ h× sin 2φ]F0 (18)
5
where
F0 ≡ p⊥
2vph
[(
vph −
p‖
γm
)
∂p⊥f0 +
p⊥
γm
∂p‖f0
]
(19)
Eq. (18) has the solution
fG =
1
2
γωF0ei2φ
kp‖/m− γω − 2ωc
(h+ − ih×)
+
1
2
γωF0e−i2φ
kp‖/m− γω + 2ωc
(h+ + ih×) (20)
The ourrene of singularities in Eq. (20) indiate that there is a resonant interation. In the ase ωc = 0 there
are no singularities, beause without magneti eld ω ≥ ck in our approximation, and therefore Landau damping of
gravitational waves do not our. For any nite value of ωc, however, the expression for fG has singularities and we
therefore expet ylotron damping to our.
B. Dispersion relation
We now solve the tetrad equivalene [18℄ of EFE (1). Using (9) and (20) it is straight forward to onrm that the
TT-gauge is a onsistent hoie in our ase. The two diagonal elements both reads
[
ω2 − c2k2]h+ = 2c2κ∑
p.s.
∞∫
−∞
2pi∫
0
∞∫
0
p3⊥
γm
cos2 φfGdp⊥dφdp‖
=
1
2
(h+ − ih×)I− + 1
2
(h+ + ih×)I+ (21)
and the two o diagonal elements gives
[
ω2 − c2k2] h× = 2c2κ∑
p.s.
∞∫
−∞
2pi∫
0
∞∫
0
p3⊥
γm
cosφ sinφfGdp⊥dφdp‖
=
i
2
(h+ − ih×)I− − i
2
(h+ + ih×)I+ (22)
where we have made use of Eq. (20) and
I± =
∑
p.s.
C
∞∫
−∞
∞∫
0
p3⊥
F0
kp‖/m− γω ∓ 2ωc
dp⊥dp‖ (23)
together with C ≡ πωκc2/m. The two equations (21) and (22) ombines to[
ω2 − c2k2 −A+ − iB+
]
(h+ + ih×) = 0 (24)[
ω2 − c2k2 −A− − iB−
]
(h+ − ih×) = 0 (25)
where
A± ≡ Re I± and B± ≡ Im I±
The natural gravitational wave modes for EFE with the given soure are thus the irularly polarized modes h++ih×
and h+ − ih×. Eqs. (24) and (25) ontain the information about the dispersion and the damping or growth (due to
B± 6= 0). Due to the smallness of the gravitational oupling onstant, A± and B± an typially be onsidered small
in the sense that the dispersion relations Eq. (24) and (25) reads
ω ≈ ck +A±/2ω + iB±/2ω (26)
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Throughout the remainder of this paper we will have this approximation in mind and we will oasionally make use
of ω ≈ ck to simplify the expressions for I±.
The fat that A+ 6= A− , unless the plasma omponents are of equal partile masses and as long ωc 6= 0, implies that
the two gravitational wave modes have slightly dierent phase veloities. Thus, an inident linearly polarized wave
 being a superposition of the two irularly polarized states  will experiene a polarization shift, i.e. the diretion
of linear polarization will be rotated as it propagates through the medium. In the ase of eletromagneti waves this
is known as Faraday rotation. In priniple this ould be an important result as the polarization of a gravitational
wave arries valuable information about the emitting soure [22℄, e.g. the inlination of the spin axis of a quadrupole
moment soure.
The pole ontribution in the integral in (23) is dealt with in the standard fashion, i.e. by letting the ontour of
integration pass below the pole. It should be noted that this approah disregards what happens with the distribution
funtion lose to the singularity, and it also misses some other aspets of the damping proess, see e.g. [23℄, but it is
the simplest way to nd the main eet due to the pole, and for our purposes it sues.
C. Equilibrium plasma
For a plasma in a state of thermodynamial equilibrium the unperturbed relativisti expression for the distribution
funtion is the Synge-Jüttner distribution f0 = fSJ , dened in Eq. (8), and for this hoie F0 redues to
F0 = − µp
2
⊥
2γ(mc)2
fSJ (27)
As no instabilities an develope the gravitational waves will exhibit damping. In this setion we examine how the
damping and dispersion depends on the ratio ωc/ω and on the temperature of the plasma. First we examine the
nonrelativisti regime for whih analyti results an be obtained. In the relativisti regime we then present results
for an eletron-positron plasma and an eletron-ion plasma obtained by numerial integration of Eq. (23). For this
purpose it is pratial to introdue normalized momenta p⊥ ≡ p⊥/mc, p‖ ≡ p‖/mc and a dimensionless frequeny
ratio Ω = ωc/ω.
1. Nonrelativisti temperature
In the regime of nonrelativisti partile veloities Eq. (23) together with (27) beomes
I± = −
∑
p.s.
32π
τ2
( µ
2π
)3/2
µ−2
∞∫
−∞
e−µp
2
‖/2
p‖ − 1∓ 2Ω
dp‖ (28)
after performing the p⊥ integration, where we have introdued τ ≡ 1/
√
πmn0G, whih is the harateristi time
for gravitational ontration of a gas with density n0 and partile mass m. In the ase of a osmologial plasma
τ oinides, apart from a fator
√
3/8, with the Hubble time. From Eq. (28) we obtain to lowest order in the
temperature
A± =
∑
p.s.
16
τ2µ
1
1± 2Ω (29)
B± = −
∑
p.s.
8
√
2π
τ2
√
µ
e−µ(1∓2Ω)
2/2
(30)
Note that for Eq. (29) to apply we must assume µ−1(1 ± 2Ω)−1 ≪ 1, i.e. for the wave frequeny lose enough to
twie the gyrofrequeny, higher order thermal eets is always important for the wave dispersion, whereas Eq.(30)
 whih follows from the residue theorem  holds for all values of Ω. Still, it is lear that the dispersion an be
enhaned by the magneti eld due to the existene of the resonane. The exponential derease of the damping with
1 ∓ 2Ω implies that signiant damping only ours in a limited region in frequeny spae lose to 1 ∓ 2Ω = 0 for
a low temperature plasma. In the limit of zero temperature the size of this region tends to zero. The magnitude of
both A± and B± are monotonially inreasing with temperature and vanishes at zero temperature. The results in
this subsetion essentially agrees with Ref. [8℄, see note [15℄. In the ase of no magneti eld, Ω = 0, the dispersion
relations (24) and (25) both redues to ω2 − c2k2 −A = 0, where A ≡∑p.s. 16/τ2µ. This expression is in agreement
[24℄ with Refs. [1℄- [5℄.
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2. Eletron-positron plasma
Denote τep ≡ 1/
√
πmen0G (e and p stands for eletron and positron, respetively). In this ase only the sign of the
harge dier for the two partile speies and we may write Eq. (23), applying (27), as
I±(Ω˜) = −τ−2ep
∑
p.s.
µ2
K2(µ)
∞∫
−∞
∞∫
0
p5⊥√
1 + p2⊥ + p
2
‖
e
−µ
√
1+p2
⊥
+p2
‖
p‖ −
√
1 + p2⊥ + p
2
‖ ∓ 2sgn(q)Ω˜
dp⊥dp‖ (31)
where Ω˜ = ω˜c/ω and ω˜c = |q|B/m. Note that I±(Ω˜) = I∓(Ω˜) = I±(−Ω˜). The normalized funtion I±(Ω˜) ≡
I±µτ2ep is numerially alulated for four dierent temperatures, namely µ = 100 (nonrelativisti) 10, 1 and 0.1
(ultrarelativisti). The results are displayed in Figure 1 (note that I± is normalized against the temperature). In
the nonrelativisti ase (see Figure 1. (a)) we have a nite region, −1/2 . Ω˜ . 1/2 , where Re I± is positive. Re I±
hanges sign at Ω˜ ≈ ±1/2 and approahes zero like 1/(∓Ω˜) in the limit Ω˜→ ±∞. Im I± is negative denite (and thus
there is indeed damping of the gravitational wave for any nite Ω˜) and has a gaussian shape around the resonanes
Ω˜ ≈ ±1/2.
This is also the harateristi behavior for Re I± and Im I± at higher temperatures. The relativisti eets on the
dispersion and the damping are the following: i) The resonane peaks of Im I± (whih our at Ω˜ = ±1/2 at zero
temperature) are shifted to higher values of |Ω˜| for higher temperatures. Also Re I± experienes a similar shift. In the
ultrarelativisti ase (see Figure 1. (d)), Re I± hanges sign at Ω˜ ≈ ±25 and Im I± is entered about Ω˜ ≈ ±20. ii) The
magnitude of both Re I± and Im I± inreases roughly linearly with temperature (note that the urves are normalized
against (µτ2ep)
−1
in Figure 1.), whih an be ompared with the temperature dependene in the nonrelativisti regime
that is given by Eq. (29) and Eq. (30). iii) The region of damping broadens. In the old limit Im I± takes the
form of two separated gaussian funtions, the width tending to zero with diminishing temperature. These regions are
widened and the gaussian shape is deformed with inreasing temperature. In the ultrarelativisti ase Im I± deays
exponentially as Ω˜→ ±∞ but approahes zero more abruptly as Ω˜→ 0.
3. Eletron-ion plasma
Denote τ = τei ≡ 1/
√
πmin0G (e and i stands for eletron and ion, respetively). For an eletron-ion plasma there is
an asymmetry between the partile speies due to the small mass ratio ε ≡ me/mi, giving dierent order of magnitudes
for the two ylotron frequenies ωce and ωci. Thus the resonanes will our for very dierent gravitational wave
frequenies. Given Eq. (27), we have the following form of Eq. (23)
I± = −τ−2ei
εµ2e
K2(µe)
∞∫
−∞
∞∫
0
p5⊥√
1 + p2⊥ + p
2
‖
e
−µe
√
1+p2⊥+p
2
‖
p‖ −
√
1 + p2⊥ + p
2
‖ ± 2Ω˜e
dp⊥dp‖
−τ−2ei
µ2i
K2(µi)
∞∫
−∞
∞∫
0
p5⊥√
1 + p2⊥ + p
2
‖
e
−µi
√
1+p2⊥+p
2
‖
p‖ −
√
1 + p2⊥ + p
2
‖ ∓ 2Ω˜i
dp⊥dp‖ (32)
where
µe/i =
me/ic
2
kBTe/i
and Ω˜e/i ≡
ω˜ce/i
ω
=
|q|B
me/iω
Provided that Te = Ti, µi and µe diers typially by three orders in magnitude. This implies that the ions an be
onsidered nonrelativisti even in the regime of ultrarelativisti eletrons (µe ∼ 0.1). It is onvenient to onsider the
two frequeny domains Ω˜e ∼ 1 and Ω˜i ∼ 1 separately. Noting that Ω˜i = εΩ˜e and µi = ε−1µe, in the region Ω˜e ∼ 1 we
have
I±(Ω˜e) ≈ −τ−2ep
µ2e
K2(µe)
∞∫
−∞
∞∫
0
p5⊥√
1 + p2⊥ + p
2
‖
e
−µe
√
1+p2⊥+p
2
‖
p‖ −
√
1 + p2⊥ + p
2
‖ ± 2Ω˜e
dp⊥dp‖ +
16
τ2epµe
1
1± 2εΩ˜e
(33)
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The normalized funtion I+(Ω˜e) ≡ I+µτ2ep is displayed in Figure 2 for µe = 100 (nonrelativisti) 10, 1 and 0.1
(ultrarelativisti). By symmetry, I−(Ω˜e) is the mirror image of I+(Ω˜e), i.e. I−(Ω˜e) = I+(−Ω˜e) and therefore this
urve is not presented. Exept for the lak of symmetry about Ω˜e = 0 the result is similar to that of the eletron-
positron plasma. In the given temperature and frequeny domains the ion ontribution to the normalized funtion
I±(Ω˜e) is just the approximately onstant value 16.
The eet of resonant ions beomes important in the frequeny domain Ω˜i ∼ 1. In Fig. 3 we show I+(Ω˜i) ≡ I+µτ2ep
for µe = 0.1. The orresponding gures are qualitatively similar in the entire temperature domain 0.1− 100, however,
and therefore only one of them is shown. The small region near Ω˜i = 0 (Ω˜i ∼ ε to be spei) that ontains the
eletron ontribution has been left out.
4. The group veloity
The fat that A± is at some points negative implies, together with (26), that for some wavelengths and frequenies
the group veloity of the waves exeeds the speed of light. Superluminal group veloities for gravitational waves
have been found before, see Ref. [25℄ and referenes therein. In most ases, but not in all, it has been an eet of
the bakground urvature. It should be noted that several results from the literature are in ontradition with eah
other. Naturally, in our ase the superluminal group veloity is a diret eet of the medium. For the ase of an
eletron-positron plasma the group veloity orresponding to Eq. (26) is
vg ≡ dω
dk
= c
[
1− 1
2ω2
(
A± +
ω˜c
ω
A′±
)]
(34)
where the prime denotes derivative with respet to ω˜c/ω. For ωc = 0, i.e. in the ase of no magneti eld, the medium
is just a ollisionless gas of harged partiles and the group veloity is smaller than the veloity of light, in agreement
with the results of previous authors, e.g. [1℄. From Figure 1 it is lear that there are regions where vg > c is realized,
for instane about the point ω˜c/ω ≈ 0.6 (where A± has a loal minima) in Figure 1(a). Similarly, also an eletron-ion
plasma allows superluminal group veloities. Group veloities that exeeds the speed of light is not neessarily at
odds with ausality  an issue explored for instane in Ref. [25℄. The group veloity an simply not be interpreted as
the (gravitational wave) signal veloity in this situation.
V. NONEQUILIBRIUM PLASMA
In the ase of thermodynamial nonequilibrium, the system has free energy that may feed a gravitational wave
instability. This ours whenever the imaginary part of I±, dened by Eq. (23), is somewhere positive. Applying the
residue theorem, Eq. (23) gives
B± = π
∑
p.s.
C
∞∫
0
p3⊥
[ F0
∆rk/m
]
p‖=pr
dp⊥ (35)
where pr ≡ mc (γr ± 2ωc/ω) is the resonant parallel momenta,
γr ≡ 2ωc
ω2 − c2k2
{
ω − ck
[
1− (ω
2 − c2k2)
4ω2c
(
1 +
p2⊥
m2c2
)]1/2}
is the gamma fator evaluated at the resonant momenta and
∆r ≡ 1− ω
ck
pr
γrmc
Instabilities ours for distribution funtions and frequenies suh that the ondition B± > 0 is satised. For simpliity
we fous on nonrelativisti temperatures from now on, in whih ase Eq. (35) redues to
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B± =
∑
p.s.
4π2
n0(mc)2τ2
∞∫
0
p3⊥
[
4pcf0 + p
2
⊥∂p‖f0
]
p‖=pr
dp⊥ (36)
where pc ≡ ±2mcωc/ω. In order to show that there indeed exist instabilities we onsider the following example of a
temperature-anisotropi drifting Maxwellian distribution funtion
fdrift =
n0
π3/2pth‖p2th⊥
e−[(p‖−pd)
2/p2
th‖+p
2
⊥/p
2
th⊥]
(37)
where pth‖ ≡
√
2mkBT‖, pth⊥ ≡
√
2mkBT⊥ and pd is the drift momenta, for whih B± beomes
B± =
∑
p.s.
8
√
π
τ2
p2th⊥
mcpth‖
[ pd
mc
− 1− αΘ
]
e−m
2c2Θ2/p2
th‖
(38)
where α ≡ T⊥/T‖−1 and Θ ≡ 1±2ωc/ω−pd/mc. It is easily seen that B± > 0 for ertain values of α and ωc/ω. Note
that if α = 0 then B± < 0 for all values of ωc/ω and hene there an be no temperature-isotropi beam instability
[26℄. On the other hand, putting pd = 0, it is lear that a temperature-anisotropi distribution funtion without a
drift an be the soure of an instability.
The gravitational waves produed by a homogeneous plasma, due to the above ylotron resonane instability will
have a frequeny of the order of the ylotron frequeny, at least in the nonrelativisti temperature limit onsidered
here. In priniple this opens up the possibility of emission of high frequeny gravitational waves through large
magneti elds (of the order of 10−6 T or larger), i.e. frequenies well above the frequeny range expeted from
onventional gravitational wave soures, suh as ompat binaries, neutron-star normal modes and gravitationally
ollapsing objets, reahing up to 10 kHz. Still the radiation onsidered here is generated by a olletive proess where
the amount of matter interating oherently an be as large as in other astrophysial examples.
It is not so easy to nd astrophysial appliations of the ylotron resonane instability, however: Firstly there
must be a magnetized plasma loud, with a nonequilibrium distribution funtion that fullls the ondition B± > 0.
Suh a loud ould in priniple be generated, for example if there is a magneti eld geometry that allows for a loss-
one distribution to evolve. However, there is an obvious risk that there will be purely eletromagneti instabilities,
whih typially have muh higher growth rates than the gravitational one, that will dominate the piture. Seondly,
for signiant gravitational generation, the plasma loud must be very muh denser than the average density of the
universe, otherwise the growth of the amplitude will take plae slowly even ompared to a osmologial time-sale.
In a dense plasma loud, on the other hand, gravitation must be balaned by pressure gradients in order not to
selfontrat before signiant radiation generation due to the ylotron resonane instability ours. This suggests
that maybe plasma inhomogeneities should be inluded in our treatment, although it seems likely that the eets
of inhomogeneity may be negleted as long as the gradient sale lengths is muh longer than the wavelength of the
gravitational radiation.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We have onsidered linearized gravitational waves in the short wavelength approximation, propagating in a plasma
parallel to an external magneti eld. In vauum, there is the possibility of ylotron aeleration of harged partiles
up to veloities arbitrarily lose to the speed of light. Taking the olletive eets of partile distributions on the
gravitational waves into aount, it follows that the (gravitational) normal modes for the system are irularly polarized
gravitational waves, and we derive the orresponding dispersion relations, whih oinide with that of Ref. [8℄ in the
limit of a low-temperature Maxwellian plasma. In the ase of an equilibrium plasma the waves are shown to be damped
due to resonant interation with the plasma partiles and the dispersion is modied and enhaned as ompared to
the ase of no magneti eld. In the ase of thermodynamial nonequilibrium, there is the possibility of gravitational
wave instabilities. To show in a onrete way that this an be realized, we demonstrate that there are temperature
anisotropi distribution funtions that are unstable. Furthermore, we have examined how the damping and dispersion
in an eletron-positron type of plasma and an eletron-ion plasma, respetively, depends on the ratio ωc/ω and on T
in the regime of relativisti temperature. The strongest eets ours when ω and ωc are omparable and the eet
inreases with temperature and density.
The question is whether ylotron damping an be observed, if we assume that gravitational wave astronomy [22℄
develops suessfully. The alulations made in Ref. [14℄ end up with an estimate of 10% damping during a propagation
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distane of the order of 30 kp, whih suggests that there is at least some hane of gravitational ylotron damping
to be observed. Combining Eq. (26) with the denition I± ≡ I±µτ2 (reall that I± is the normalized value of I±
displayed in Figure1, 2 and 3) we note that our damping rate is
Γ± =
Im I±
2ωµτ2
. (39)
Similarly, the time-sale for gravitational wave dispersion is µωτ2/ReI±. For typial values for (equilibrium) plasma
in interstellar spae, it is lear that the damping rate predited by Eq. (39) is several orders of magnitude smaller
than the estimation made in Ref. [14℄. Presumably the disrepany is due to the fat that in Ref. [14℄, only the eet
of aeleration of partiles (orresponding to energy being transported from the gravitational wave) is onsidered.
Generally when the damping due to wave-partile interation is small, it should be noted that as ωtprop(where tprop
is the time of wave- partile interation) grows, the energy loss of the deelerated partiles beomes very lose to
the energy gained by the aelerated partiles, and thus the omission of the ontribution from deelerated partiles
leads to large errors in the damping oeient. If the singularities is treated properly, the eet of deelerating as
well as aelerating partiles on the wave is inluded automatially in a kineti desription. In general for parallel
propagation we nd that ylotron damping as well as dispersion of gravitational waves through interstellar spae is
negligible, in the sense that there is essentially no hope of deteting it with gravitational wave detetors with realisti
sensitivity.
In general gravitational waves propagate in an angle to the magneti eld. It is well-known (see e.g. [1℄) that this
leads to generation of eletromagneti elds by the gravitational wave, and a dispersion relation governing propagation
perpendiular to a magneti eld in a plasma has been derived by Ref. [8℄. The results shows that the gravitational
wave is most aeted by the matter when the frequeny mathes one of the natural frequenies of the system, like
the ylotron frequeny or the plasma frequeny. It should be noted that in an inhomogeneous medium with slowly
varying bakground parameters we will typially reah a point where the generated eletromagneti elds fullls the
dispersion relation of some natural plasma mode. In that ase linear mode onversion, whih is a resonant proess
involving all partiles, may take plae. However, suh a problem remains an issue for future researh.
VII. APPENDIX
At a rst sight our results seem to disagree with those of Ref. [8℄. However, we will show below that our results
essentially are in agreement [15℄, although the omparison is non-trivial. In general the eet of a urved bakground
spae-time annot be negleted. However, for linearized gravitational waves with short wavelength ompared to the
bakground urvature, the bak-reation on the gravitational wave an be separated into two eets, those respetive
ontribution an be added to the at vauum dispersion relation ω2−k2c2 = 0, see Ref. 1 p. 427. The rst eet (that
is onsidered by us) is a diret onsequene of matter and elds (where the bakground urvature an be negleted),
and the seond eet is an indiret onsequene due to the bakground urvature produed by the matter and elds .
How to nd the urved bakground ontribution to the gravitational wave dispersion relation for a Robertson-Walker
or a Shwarzshild bakground metri, see Ref. [1℄ and Ref. [7℄ respetively. Here a warning is strongly motivated,
however. In general the separation of ontributions to the dispersion relation into the diret and indiret eet
is not ompletely unique, but to some extent depends on the formalism used. Thus great are must be taken when
adding a diret and an indiret ontribution to the dispersion relation derived by dierent authors, to see that the
formalisms that have produed the dierent expressions are ompatible.
To illustrate the above matters we ompare our alulations using a tetrad frame formalism with those of a oordinate
frame formalism. In the absene of gravitational wave perturbations the Einstein eld equation reads
R(0)µν = κ[T
(0)
µν − 12g(0)µν T (0)] (40)
In this setion we use Greek indies µ, ν, ... = 0, 1, 2, 3 (or t, x, y, z) for oordinate omponents and reserve a, b, ... =
0, 1, 2, 3 for tetrad omponents. Adding a small perturbation, so that Rµν = R
(0)
µν + δRµν , Tµν = T
(0)
µν + δTµν and
gµν = g
(0)
µν + hµν , gives the linearized equation
δRµν = κδ[Tµν − 12gµνT ] (41)
Fousing on the diret eet of matter and assuming the short wavelength regime we use g
(0)
µν = ηµν , and after suitable
gauge transformations we obtain:
 hµν = −2κ
[
δTµν − 12δTηµν
]
(42)
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It should be noted that in priniple the left hand side of Eq. (42) should ontain ross terms proportional to
the produt of hµν and omponents of the bakground part of the Riemann tensor (see Ref. [1℄), orresponding to
the indiret eets of matter but these terms are omitted, not beause they are small, but beause in the short
wavelength limit their ontribution an be alulated separately and added afterwards. For the same reason also a term
proportional to T (0)hµν = −R(0)hµν have been omitted from the right hand side. Eq. (42) also applies to the tetrad
desription if it is understood that hab denotes what δRab redues to in this approximation, i.e. h11 = −h22 = h+ and
h12 = h21 = h× in the TT-gauge. The short wavelength approximation and TT-gauge is now assumed throughout
the remainder of this setion if nothing else is said.
The total energy-momentum tensor due to eletromagneti elds and matter is
Tµν = µ
−1
0
(
F σµ Fνσ −
1
4
gµνF
στFστ
)
+
∑
p.s.
∫
pµpνf
√
|g|
mγ
d3p
where µ0 is the magneti permeability, γ ≡ pt/mc =
[
1 + p2/(mc)2 − hµνpµpν/(mc)2
]1/2
and pt is the zero omponent
of the four-momenta satisfying pµpµ = −m2c2. Note that the denition γ ≡ pt/mc diers from the tetrad formalism.
The bakground magneti eld is taken to be F12 = F
12 = B (being idential to that in the tetrad desription). Hene
the linearized energy-momentum tensor reads
δTµν = µ
−1
0
(
−hστFσµFτν − 1
2
hµνB
2
)
+
∑
p.s.
∫
pµpν
f0δγ
mγ0
d3p+
∑
p.s.
∫
pµpν
δf
mγ0
d3p (43)
where δγ = − 12hµνpµpν/ (γ0mc)2 and γ0 =
[
1 + p2/(mc)2
]1/2
. Note that only the last term on the right hand
side appears in the tetrad equation orresponding to Eq. (43), sine we have gab = ηab in that ase. In some
sense the perturbation of the eletromagneti part of the energy momentum tensor is somewhat artiial, sine the
eletromagneti eld itself is not perturbed, although it is lear from a tehnial point of view that all terms in Eq.
(43) must be inluded.
In the oordinate desription the Vlasov equation reads
∂tf +
p
mγ
· ∇f + [F−G] · ∇pf = 0
where F i = qpµF iµ/γm, G
i = Γiµνp
µpν/γm, Γiµν are the Christoel symbols orresponding to gµν = ηµν + hµν and
∇ = (∂x, ∂y, ∂z). The linearized Vlasov equation for the gravitationally perturbed part of the distribution funtion,
fG, thus beomes [
∂t +
p
mγ0
· ∇+ F0 · ∇p
]
fG + [δF−G] · ∇pf0 = 0 (44)
where
δF · ∇pf0 = 2ωcγ−10 [h+ sin 2φ− h× cos 2φ]F0 (45)
G · ∇pf0 = i
(
2ω − kp‖(γ0m)−1
)
[h+ cos 2φ− h× sin 2φ]F0 (46)
and F0 was dened in Eq. (19). The term δF in Eq. (44) has its origin from the lowering of an index on F iµ and
therefore does not our in the tetrad desription [15℄. Also the term G · ∇pf0 diers from the tetrad desription
beause G1 =
1
2Gx, G2 =
1
2Gy , and G3 = Gz.
Solving Eq. (44) and applying the solution to Eq. (42) gives the dispersion relations[
ω2 − c2k2 −A+ − iB+
]
(h+ + ih×) = 0 (47)[
ω2 − c2k2 −A− − iB−
]
(h+ − ih×) = 0 (48)
where A± = Re I± +A0, B± = Im I± and
I± =
πκc2
m
∑
p.s.
∞∫
−∞
∞∫
0
p3⊥
2ω − kp‖/(γ0m)± 2ωc/γ0
kp‖/m− γ0ω ∓ 2ωc
F0dp⊥dp‖ (49)
A0 = κc
2µ−10 B
2 +
πκ
2
∑
p.s.
∞∫
−∞
∞∫
0
p5⊥
(γ0m)3
f0dp‖dp⊥ (50)
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A ouple of things should be noted. Firstly, the oordinate frame desription gives a term ontained in A0 proportional
to B2 that remains even in the absene of partiles. This term has no orrespondene in the tetrad formalism, and
the reason is that there are no perturbations of the eletromagneti part of the energy momentum tensor when we
study the projetions on the tetrad basis vetors, in ontrast to what happens when we look at the oordinate basis
omponents (f. Eqs. (9) and (43)). However, the division into the perturbed and unperturbed tensors are the
same independent of formalism, and thus the diret term proportional to B2 in the oordinate frame formalism
is ompensated by a term assoiated with the bakground urvature produed by the unperturbed magneti eld
in the tetrad formalism. On the other hand the division into a diret eet of matter and an indiret (bakground
urvature) eet is not ompletely artiial: The diret eet is determined entirely by the loal matter ontent,
whereas the bakground urvature eet is determined by the matter ontent both loally and globally. Furthermore,
the bakground urvature eet will neessarily give ontributions to (47) and (48) that are real and independent of
the gravitational wave frequeny (f. the disussion after Eq. (42)). Noting that
2ω − kp‖/(γ0m)± 2ωc/γ0
kp‖/m− γ0ω ∓ 2ωc
=
ω
kp‖/m− γ0ω ∓ 2ωc
− γ0 (51)
it is lear that the orretion to the vauum dispersion relations in the oordinate and tetrad frame formalism deviates
only by a frequeny independent real onstant, and in partiular the ylotron damping agrees perfetly within the
short wavelength approximation sheme. Adding the ontribution to I± from the seond term in Eq. (51) to A0 then
all dierenes between the tetrad and oordinate frame formalisms are olleted in this term:
κc2µ−10 B
2 + πκ
∑
p.s.
∞∫
−∞
∞∫
0
[
p5⊥
2(γ0m)3
f0 − γ0p3⊥F0c2/m
]
dp‖dp⊥ (52)
Relaxing the assumption of Minkowskian bakground, i.e. adding ross terms (f. Ref. [1℄) to Eq. (42) (whih of
ourse requires a dierent tetrad basis in that formalism), we ould in priniple onrm the agreement of the total
dispersions relations inluding both diret and indiret eets. This would be a tedious task, however, sine we must
then solve for the bakground onguration inluding the anisotropi magneti eld ontribution. Sine we have
shown that the separation into bakground urvature and diret matter eets is not unique, one an question the
relevane of the gures showing the real (dispersive) part of I± sine only the diret matter eet is ontained (reall
that the damping ontribution is unique, however, and due to the diret eet only). But it turns out that there
are three reasons that make also the real plots of I± relevant: Firstly, the main ontribution to the real value of
I± ours in the frequeny regime when ylotron resonane eets plays a role, whih always is a diret eet of
matter independent of formalism. Seondly, for many ases the dominant ontribution to the bakground urvature
omes from the rest mass (T00) part of the energy momentum tensor, and if that is the ase, the dierene displayed
in (52) is negligible as ompared to other bakground urvature ontributions [27℄. For example we ould add the
bakground urvature ontributions for a Robertson-Walker or a Shwarzshild bakground metri, using the results
of Ref. [1℄ and Ref. [7℄ respetively, sine the dierene in formalisms used in most ases would give only a negligible
ontribution in omparison with that inluded. Thirdly, sine the bakground urvature gives only a real onstant
ontribution to the dispersion relations, our plots always reveal the frequeny dependene of the dispersion.
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FIG. 1. The real (solid line) and imaginary (dotted line) part of I± ≡ I±µτ2ep for an eletron-positron plasma at four
dierent temperatures: (a) µ = 100, (b) µ = 10 ,() µ = 1 and (d) µ = 0.1.
FIG. 2. The real (solid line) and imaginary (dotted line) part of I+ ≡ I+µτ2ep for an eletron-ion plasma at four dierent
temperatures: (a) µ = 100, (b) µ = 10 ,() µ = 1 and (d) µ = 0.1.
FIG. 3. The real (solid line) and imaginary (dotted line) part of I+ ≡ I+µτ2ep for an eletron-ion plasma for µe = 0.1. The
small region near Ω˜i = 0 ontaining the eletron ontribution has been left out.
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